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Consortium Agreement – Why?

- Legal basis governing relationship amongst *all* LISA parties (beneficiaries *and* partner organisations)
- Grant Agreement deliverable for MSCA ITN projects
Consortium Agreement – What? (1/2)

• DESCA template with certain adjustments based on CERN’s ITN experience
• Governance structure
• Financial provisions
  • Distribution of EU funding (modalities)
  • Common pot
Consortium Agreement – What? (2/2)

• Intellectual Property
• Background (Attachment 1)
• Results
• Secondments
• Selection of ESRs
• Secondment modalities
• Dispute settlement
Next steps

• Consortium Agreement finalised following input from all parties – Thank you!

• Circulated for signature

• CERN *cannot* distribute any EU funding until the Consortium Agreement is signed
Thank you for your attention!
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